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T109
Big Momma
Born:  <1975
Sex:  female

2004/08                 Peter Schulze2008/09                  Randy Frank

T109’s (67 days of visitation 1991-2010)

BIG MOMMA’S
Until 1996, we had only seen this very sociable female and her infant visit Clayoquot Sound with

other whales.  They spent a lot of time with Ted’s in ’91 - ’92, Langara’s in ‘94 and take periodic

sojourns with the Secret Agents.  This wandering from gang to gang  is commonly seen amongst the

transients, in contrast with the lifelong family bonds held by the fish-eating resident orcas that frequent

the inside of Vancouver Island.

In August of ‘96, T109 showed up with another calf. The last time we had seen her was a 6 days

before, so this frisky little guy is less than a week old.  Young Killer Whales think they’re hot stuff.  On

popping to the surface they seem to like to lift their eye out of the water to have a peek at you, this one

even came right over to the boat just long enough to splash Kechura with a flick of its tail.  It’s great to

see him so full of energy.  Mortality in new born Killer Whale calves is thought to be as high as 50%.

This is now an optimum gang size for hunting but it wasn’t until June ‘98 before we saw them

hunting on their own.

In July of ‘96 these whales are travelling up the coast with Wakana’s gang and surprise, T109

had yet another calf (T109D).

Shudder!  These Kawkawin have no respect, so to speak, for the Pacific Rim National Park.  In

August of ’94, T109’s were pillaging their way down the coast with Langara’s gang.  They charged into

the east lagoon at Gowland Rocks and very quickly nabbed a seal and dragged it out into open water

to share the spoils.  This done, they dashed back in and scooped up another.  Gowland is the largest

Harbour Seal rookery in the study area so it is understandably a very important hunting site for the

whales.

in 2005, Big Momma became a Grandmother when her Daughter T109A delivered a spunky new

calf.

2009/06/08                                                                   Peter Schulze

T109A2
Born:  2005

Sex:  unknown
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T109B
Born:  1996
Sex:  female

2007/07            Richard Chiovitti
2008/09                  Randy Frank

T109C
Born:  2002

Sex:  unknown

2009/06/08            Peter Schulze2009/08/18            Peter Schulze

T109D
Born:  2007

Sex:  unknown

2009/06/06                                                                   Richard Chiovitti

T109A
Born:  1990

Sex:  female

2009/06/06               Tony Heald2011/05/28                    Rod Palm


